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Abstract: Background: Captopril is the synthetic dipeptide used as an angiotensin converting enzyme 

inhibitor. Captopril is used to treat hypertension as well as in the treatment of moderate heart failure. 

Analytical instrumentation and methodology play an important role in pharmaceutical analysis.  

Methods: This review presents some important applications of electrochemical modes used for the 

analysis of captopril. So far captopril has been analyzed by using different bare and modified working 

electrodes with a variety of modifiers from organic and inorganic materials to various types of nano 

particles/materials.  

Results: This paper presents some of the methods which have been published in the last few years i.e. 

from 2003 to 2016. This review highlights the role of the analytical instrumentation, particularly elec-

trochemical methods in assessing captopril using various working electrodes. 

Conclusion: A large number of studies on voltammetry noted by means of various bare and modified 

electrodes. Among all of the published voltammetric methods, DPV, SWV, CV and miscellaneous 

modes were trendy techniques used to analyze captopril in pharmaceutical formulations as well as bio-

logical samples. Electrodes modified with nanomaterials are promising sensing tools as this showed 

high sensitivity, good accuracy with precision as well as selectivity. In comparison to chromatographic 

methods, the main advantages of electrochemical methods are cheaper instrumentation, lower detection 

limit and minimal or no sample preparation.
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INTRODUCTION 

Captopril (CL), chemically known as 1-(3-mercapto-2-D-
methyl-1-oxopropyl)-L-proline (Fig. 1), was the 1

st
 synthetic 

dipeptide used as an angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitor 
(ACE-I). It was pioneered by the concepts given by Nobel 
Laurate John Vane in 1977. Generally, it is used to treat hy-
pertension [1], but not restricted. It is also used in the treat-
ment of moderate heart failure [2]. CL is an orally active 
drug and branded with different commercial names i.e. Ca-
poten, Capril etc. in different quantities (12.5, 25 and 50mg, 
respectively). Around 60–75% of a CL dose is absorbed 
from the gastro-intestinal tract and the concentration of peak 
plasma is accomplished in approximately 1 hour. Around 
30% of CL is bound to plasma proteins [1]. CL also works as 
a scavenger of free radicals in living systems due to the  
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presence of thiol (–SH) functional group. It is metabolized in 
the liver and mostly administered drug excreted in the urine, 
while about 40–60% of the CL is excreted unchanged in 
urine [2]. For that reason, the determination of CL is signifi-
cant for the purpose of quality control as well as from a 
physiological viewpoint. 

Due to the significant influence of pharmaceuticals on 
human health, the quality control testing is a vital field of 
analytical chemistry. Hence, developing a sensitive and ac-
curate method for the quantification of active pharmaceutical 
ingredients is also crucial. Therefore, simple and reliable 
analytical methods are required to monitor the quality of 
final product and drug residues in biological matrices. Many 
analytical techniques have been used for the quantification of 
CL in the different formulation as well as in human fluids 
(blood and urine) i.e. spectrophotometry, chromatography 
(liquid and gas), electrophoresis, infrared spectroscopy and 
electrochemical methods. More or less all of these well-
known analytical methods are laborious, complicated and 
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time-consuming. The chromatographic techniques involve 
lengthy experimental procedures for sample clean-up, re-
quire a huge amount of solvents and also demand expensive 
tools that might not be easily available in the common labo-
ratories. In this respect, electrochemical methods are consid-
ered as simple, fast, powerful, cost-effective, highly sensi-
tive, versatile and required no or least sample preparation. 
Selectivity and wider accessible potential range are the main 
advantages of this technique. CL has been so far widely ana-
lyzed with electrochemical methods and published because 
of its easily oxidizable nature due to the presence of thiol (–
SH) functional group. It has been extensively reported using 
bare electrodes and different working electrodes (WEs) with 
a number of modifiers.  

 

Fig. (1). Structural formula of captopril. 

 

In electrochemical methods, various types of elec-
trodes/sensors have been developed and utilized for the 
analysis of electroactive substances. Generally, mercury, 
glassy carbon, carbon paste, silver, gold etc. are commonly 
employed as WEs in the analysis of pharmaceuticals. There 
are a number of different modes available in the voltammet-
ric instrument, therefore in this review article, emphasis has 
been given to CL analysis using different modes and WEs.  

1. DIFFERENTIAL PULSE VOLTAMMETRY (DPV) 
AND DETERMINATION STUDY OF CAPTOPRIL 

This mode was proposed by Barker and Gardner on the 
idea to expand the performance of polarographic technique 
and to increase the sensitivity of electroactive analyte. In this 
way, the major interference caused by the capacity current is 
minimized and the actual faradic current is measured. This is 
done by applying the potential pulse with a very short dura-
tion which is near to the life of falling drop. The pulse thus 
applied is repeated in the life of each following drop. As a 
result, the process is not let to build up a capacity current 
which reduces to zero before the faradic current in this proc-
ess. Consequently, the current measurement is made at the 
end of the process. Pulse voltammetry/polarography has 
been developed to overwhelm the charging background cur-
rent which increases sensitivity . The basis of all pulse tech-
niques is the difference in the rate of the decay of charging 
and the faradaic currents following a potential step or pulse. 
The charging current decays exponentially, whereas the 
faradaic current (for a diffusion-controlled current) decays as 
a function of 1/(time)1/2 that is, the rate of decay of the 
charging current is considerably faster than the decay of the 
faradaic current [3]. The limit of detection (LOD) of DPV 
mode is about 10

–8
 M. There are certain significant parame-

ters of pulse techniques which include: pulse amplitude, 
pulse width, sample period and drop time or pulse period.  

There are a number of bare and modified WEs that have 
been reported for the analysis of CL using DPV [4-16] as a 
mode like gold electrode (AuE), carbon paste electrode 
(CPE), platinum electrode (PtE), glassy carbon electrode 

(GCE), and boron-doped diamond electrode (BDDE). The 
WE represents the most important component of an electro-
chemical cell where an interface between the WE and elec-
tron transfer from the solution of interest is observed s. The 
composition of the material from WE must be considered 
because it will affect the overall performance of the voltam-
metric method. Therefore, the selection of WE in 
electrochemical method is critical to experimental success. 
There are certain important factors which should be driven 
for WE before analysis, for example, the material should 
exhibit favorable redox behavior with the analyte, ideally 
fast, reproducible electron transfer without electrode fouling, 
the physical form of WE may impact the diffusion process 
and the electron transfer process involved in the detection of 
the analyte. Additional considerations include the cost of the 
material, its ability to be machined or geometry, the ease of 
surface renewal for measurement, and toxicity.  

CL is a dibasic acid, having two dissociation constants 
pka1 =3.7 and pka2 =9.8 for carboxyl group and thiol group, 
respectively. Both these groups (carboxyl and thiol) can be 
electrochemically oxidized. The electrochemical behavior of 
CL has been investigated with various electrodes in solutions 
with varying pH (2-9). The following mechanism can be 
presented for the electrocatalytic oxidation of CL at the sur-
face of the electrode. 

CLSH  CLS
- 
+ H

+
            (1) 

CLS
- 

 CLS
 
+ e

-                  
(2) 

2 CLS
 

 CLSSCL            (3) 

AuE has been widely reported in electrochemical studies 
of various substrates including inorganic and organic ones, 
because of its stability, wider potential window and fast elec-
tron transfer rate. Shetti et al., [4] investigated oxidation be-
havior of CL using CV, LSV and DPV in various pH ranges 
at AuE. Various chemical and instrumental parameters have 
been optimized. The DPV mode at pH 3.6 (phosphate buffer) 
showed a linear response in the range of 0.033–2.4 M with 
a detection limit of 197 M. The method was simple, easy, 
sensitive and less time-consuming. The developed method 
exhibited good reproducibility with 0.43-1.5% relative stan-
dard deviation (RSD).  

CPE is a unique type of WE most commonly used 
nowadays since these electrodes are made easily from a paste 
of finely granulated carbon mixed with an oil substrate like 
Nujol along with modifier. The prepared paste is then packed 
into a cavity in an inert electrode body. In 1960, Adams re-
ported for the first time the use of CPE as an electrode [5]. 
CPE has the only disadvantage of being prone to mechanical 
damage during use. CPE is widely applicable in electro-
analysis and/or electrochemical studies due to very low 
background current, large potential window, low cost, easi-
ness of miniaturization, environmentally friendly and can be 
prepared easily in the laboratory with shorter time [6]. Be-
sides these advantages, the feasibility of the combination of 
different materials during the preparation of paste allows the 
fabrication of electrodes with desired composition and prede-
termined properties [7]. A novel method based on modified 
CPE for the analysis of CL was reported by Mazloum-
Ardakani et al., [8]. The modification of CPE was done us-
ing 2,2 -[1,7–heptanediylbis(nitrilomethylidene)]-bis(4-hydr- 
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oxyphenol) (DHB) and carbon nanotubes (CNTs). In this 
method, CL analysis was done with acetaminophen and tryp-
tophan, CL with folic acid, and CL with L-cysteine. The 
DPV exhibited two linear dynamic ranges of CL (7.0–100.0 
and 100.0–2,500.0 μM) with an LOD of lower range being 
2.43 μM. In another study, the same type of modifier DHB 
using CPE was reported with relatively improved sensitivity 
around 0.07 M LOD [9].  

The method, on one hand, was more time consuming (in-
volvement of synthesis) as well asrisky, although the method 
showed better sensitivity, precision, and selectivity as com-
pared to the previously described methods. In another study, 
Shahrokhian et al., [10] used cobalt-5-nitrosalophen as an 
efficient catalyst for the oxidation of CL at modified CPE. 
The method was sensitive and showed an LOD of 1.1 M 
with 4 M-0.11 mM linear dynamic range (LDR) by using 
DPV mode. The reproducibility of the proposed method was 
high with RSD value of around ~ 4.2%. Despite the accuracy 
and reproducibility of the modified electrode, the method 
showed some discrepancies regarding time-consuming syn-
thesis of cobalt-5-nitrosalophen and large number of in-
volvement of hazardous chemicals.  

To overcome the shortcomings of the above mentioned 
method, Fouladgar [11] reported a relatively sensitive, sim-
ple and rapid method using chronoamperometry, CV and 
DPV techniques for the electrochemical oxidation of CL. In 
this method, CPE was used as a WE modified with 
MWCNTs and ferrocene as a sensor and mediator, respec-
tively. Various parameters were examined to check the de-
pendence of peak currents on potential scan rate, concentra-
tion and pH. In comparison to other methods, the proposed 
methodology offered 0.15 M LOD in phosphate buffer 
(pH=9) with two LDRs of 0.5-12 M and 12-300 M, re-
spectively for biological and pharmaceutical samples. Be-
sides the number of advantages, this method also has some 
shortcomings like tolerance limits with different substances 
and reproducibility.  

GCE has also been employed as WE for CL analysis. It is 
a relatively expensive electrode and difficult to modify in 
certain cases, where the modifier is not easily adsorbed on 
the surface. In some cases, sticker/binder is used for the 
modification of electrode, but it affects the sensitivity of the 
method. GCE as WE was used by Dias et al., [12] using 
DPV. In this study, ruthenium hexacyanoferrate was utilized 
as a modifier for sensing of CL. The developed method was 
very much sensitive and showed an LOD of 0.047 M with a 
linear range of 0.060-0.80 M. 

A highly sensitive voltammetric sensor based on 
catechol-derivative-multiwall carbon nanotubes has been 
reported by Ensafi et al., [13] using CPE as WE for the cata-
lytic determination of CL in biological samples using DPV. 
The catechol derivative composed of N-(3,4-dihydroxy- 
phenethyl)-3,5-dinitrobenzamide (N-DHPB) was used as a 
mediator while MWCNTs were employed as a modifier of 
the WE. The LDR of the proposed methodology was re-
ported as 0.064–320 μM with a detection limit of 0.034 μM. 
The method was observed to be good in terms of sensitivity 
but the involvement of lots of chemicals in synthesis process 
is the drawback of the method.  

The electrocatalytic behavior of CL was investigated in 
the presence of phosphate buffer using polytaurine film 
modified Au electrode [14]. This was the first time that a 
polymer was used for the CL analysis. The oxidation peak 
current was proportional to CL concentration over the range 
of 0.06–0.2 μM with an LOD of 0.03 M. The method was 
successfully applied to detect CL in human serum.  

A novel nanostructure manganese titanate (MnTiO3) 
based electrode for the analysis of CL has been reported by 
Ghoreishi et al., [15] using CPE as a WE. In this study, 
nanostructured MnTiO3 was used as a modifier while para-
aminobenzoic acid (PABA) was used as a mediator. The 
catalytic oxidation peak of CL under optimized conditions 
showed two LDRs over the concentration ranges 0.01 μM- 
10 μM and 10 μM-1 μM, respectively, with a detection limit 
of 1.6 nM. The repeatability and stability of the modified 
electrode were satisfactory till 30 days period. The relatively 
high sensitivity of the proposed electrode toward the CL 
analysis suggested its potential effectiveness as a detecting 
device in real sample analysis.  

The most sensitive method for CL analysis using DPV 
mode up till now has been reported by Staden et al., [16] by 
employing BDDE. The surface of BDDE is very stable, rela-
tively non-polar and impairs no adsorption of polar mole-
cules. The potential window for BDD is very large ranging 
from -0.75-7.0 V. In this work inulin was used as an 
electroactive material for the enantioanlysis of CL. Inulin is 
a fructan-type carbohydrate consisting of mostly fructose 
units. Both BDDE and CPE were compared and used as elec-
trochemical sensors. The LOD of proposed methodology 
was 0.00658 nM which means that it was more sensitive as 
compared to all other methods reported in this part. Despite 
the sensitivity of the proposed method, the recovery percent-
age was not good. Table 1 lists the methods reported by DPV 
using various electrodes. 

2. SQUARE WAVE VOLTAMMETRY AND DETER-
MINATION STUDY OF CAPTOPRIL 

In SWV, a wave is applied to working electrode with step 
height Es to which, a symmetrical pulse train with a total 
amplitude of 2 Ep in t seconds is added. The resultant cur-
rent is sampled at the end of forward and reverse half cycles. 
The difference in current is measured by subtraction. As Es 
has a value of around 10/ nmV as compared to Ep value of 
about 50/ nmV with tp value of about 8ms, so the technique 
is faster than other techniques and a complete voltammo-
gram can be achieved in about 1 s. The SWV is distinct from 
other techniques due to the reason of measuring the forward 
currents only, while in later cases, both forward and reverse 
currents are measured. Conditions for SWV:  

• Potential range -3000 to +3000 

• Step height 0.1 to 200 mV 

• Square Wave amplitude 0.1 to 300 mV 

• Square wave frequency 0.01 to 50 Hz 

• Settle time 0 to 1000 s 

• Sample time 1 ms to 1 line cycle (20 ms for 50 hz 
mains) 
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The major advantage of SWV/SWP is the speed of analy-
sis when compared with DPV/DPP. SWV/SWP is a complex 
but imperative technique that requires the power and flexibil-
ity of the mini-computer for its development and modern 
microprocessors for its commercial implementation [3]. Us-
ing SWV, mainly two types of electrodes have been utilized 
for CL analysis e.g. Hg and CPE. HgE has an excellent cath-
odic window, easy to refresh and forms amalgams. On con-
trary to that, it is known to have harmful effects on humans. 
It can cause moderate to severe problems i.e. neurologic ef-
fects of Hg in fetuses, also kidney problems are common due 
to exposure. Historically, HgE has been widely employed as 
WE as it exhibits an exceptional potential window in the 
cathodic direction, while anodic direction is severely limited 
due to its ease of oxidation. Due to toxic effects, Hg has a 
limited use these days, despite the fact that it is still consid-
ered as a useful surface in methods that involve the pre-
concentration of a metallic analyte prior to potential scan, 
such as anodic stripping voltammetry. Researchers are work-
ing to use Hg films formed on the surface of solid electrodes 
rather than the pure metal.  

Very limited work has been done using HgE with SWV 
mode for the analysis of CL [17-27]. Parham reported static 
mercury drop electrode (SMDE) for the quantitation of trace 
CL in pharmaceutical formulations as well as reconstituted 
serum [17]. In this study, various parameters were optimized 
such as drop size, scan increment, equilibration time, pulse 
height, concentration of electrolyte and frequency. The LOD 

of reported methodology was 6.28 M with RSD value of 
eight replicates being1.2%.  

Recently Zargar [18] determined CL using Hg thin film 
electrode instead of hanging or dropping the Hg electrode. 
The Hg thin film electrode at GCE was shown to be ex-
tremely useful for the voltammetric measurements of CAP at 
μM level. Under optimized conditions, the proposed meth-
odology worked over an LDR of 4.6–64.5 μM with an LOD 
up to 0.6 M. Even though the method was sensitive, but 
lacks in the reproducibility (RSD= 6.9%). The film electrode 
had the advantages of simple preparation and acceptable 
sensitivity. 

One of the most sensitive methods using HgE was re-
ported by Ioannides et al., [19] at HMDE using SWV with 
cathodic adsorptive stripping mode. In this method, initially 
CL was preconcentrated adsorptively on the surface of Hg 
and then reduced by a cathodic square wave voltammetric 
scan. The LOD of this work was 0.5 M with a linearity of 
0.5 - 180 M under optimal conditions. Besides good sensi-
tivity, the method was time-consuming and showed RSD 
3.2% at 20 M.  

Rajabzadeh et al., [20] reported a simultaneous determi-
nation of three drugs at modified CPE. The modification of 
CPE was done using reduced graphene oxide, carbon nano-
tube and cobalt (II) bis (benzoylacetone) ethylenediamine. 
The obtained results of SWV showed three well-defined 
peaks (anodic) at potentials of 154, 395 and 678 mV corre-

Table 1. Quantitative analysis of CL by differential pulse voltammetric (DPV) methods. 

Electrode Modifier Buffer / Electrolyte LOD LDR Reference 

AuE  Phosphate buffer  

pH 3.6 

197 M 0.033–2.4 M [4] 

CPE DHB-CNT Phosphate buffer  

pH 7 

2.43 M 7-2500 M [8] 

CPE DHB- CNT  Phosphate buffer  

pH 7 

0.07 M 0.2 –20 M  

20 M -0.8 mM 

[9] 

CPE Cobalt-5-

Nitrosalophen 

Acetate buffer  

pH 5 

1.1 M 4 M-0.11mM [10] 

CPE MWCNT-ferrocene Phosphate buffer  

pH 9 

0.15 M 0.5-12 M and 12-300 

M 

[11]  

GCE Ruthenium Hexa-

cyanoferrate (III) 

Sodium nitrate and 

Hydrochloric acid  

0.047 M 0.060-0.80 M [12] 

CPE MWCNT-catechol-

derivative  

Phosphate buffer 

pH 8 

0.034 μM 0.064–320 μM [13] 

AuE Polytaurine film Phosphate buffer  

pH 6.8 

0.03 M 0.06–0.2 M [14] 

CPE MnTiO3 Phosphate buffer 

pH 9 

1.6 nM 0.01-10 μM and  

10-1 μM 

[15] 

BDDE Inulins Phosphate buffer  

pH 3.6 

6.58  10-12 M 10-5-10-10 M [16] 
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spond to the oxidation of isoprenaline, CL and tryptophan, 
respectively. The LDR of the proposed methodology for CL 
was reported to be 2-100 M. The LOD for isoprenaline was 
found to be 50 nM, whereas an LOD for CL and tryptophan 
was not mentioned. 

 A sensitive method was reported by Chermini et al., [21] 
using modified CPE. In this study, MWCNT was used as a 
modifier while isoproterenol as a mediator. The oxidation 
peak of CL under optimized conditions (pH, concentration of 
mediator and electrolyte) showed LDR over the concentra-
tion range of 0.3-90 μM with a detection limit of 0.1 μM. 
The repeatability and stability of the modified electrode sat-
isfactory. The method was successfully applied in real sam-
ple analysis.  

A ferrocenedicarboxylic acid (FDCA)-modified CPE was 
produced for the sensitive determination of CL by Karimi-
Maleh et al., [22]. A sharp oxidation peak current at +0.49V 
was observed for CL. The SWV peak currents of the modi-
fied CPE increased linearly with the increasing captopril 
concentration in the range of 0.3 M to 0.14 mM with a de-
tection limit of 0.091 M. Electrochemical impedance spec-
troscopy was also used to study the charge transfer properties 
at the electrode–solution interface. The proposed method 
was better in different parameters like sensitivity, selectivity 
(good tolerance limits) and reproducibility (RSD 1%) etc. 

2-chlorobenzoyl ferrocene was synthesized and used to 
prepare modified CPE employing ZnO-CuO nanoplates by 
Beitollahi et al., [23]. In this method, tryptophan was simul-
taneously detected with CL. The diffusion coefficient and 
kinetic parameters of CL oxidation (such as electron transfer 
coefficient and the heterogeneous rate constant) were also 
determined. Very good resolution between the voltammetric 
peaks of CL and tryptophan was exhibited by the modified 
electrode at pH 7.0. The method was very sensitive with an 
LOD of 0.09 M and LDR of 50 M to 90 mM. On the basis 
of applicability, it was a good method as its percentage re-
coveries were within permissible limits 95-105%.  

A very sensitive method using ferrocenedicarboxal- 
dehyde and ZnO/NP modified CPE was reported by Seifie-
Makrani et al [24]. The electrochemical investigations 
showed effective electrocatalytic activity of the modified 
electrode in lowering the anodic overpotential for the oxida-
tion of CL. At the optimum pH of 7.0 in 0.1 M phosphate 
buffer solution, the SWV anodic peak currents showed a 
linear response over the concentration range of 0.08 μM –0.5 
mM and a detection limit of 0.04 μM. The proposed method 
was better in different parameters like sensitivity, selectivity 
(good tolerance limits) and reproducibility (RSD 1%) etc. 
Besides some advantages like sensitivity, the method had 
some shortcomings like dose response of the modifier and 
synthesis of ZnO/NP. 

Another improved method described by Beitollahi et al., 
[25] using CNT and benzoylferrocene as modifiers for CPE. 
It was reported that the oxidation of CL at the surface of 
modified CPE occurred at a potential of about 85 mV less 
positive as compared to the unmodified electrode. The LDR 
of this method was in between 0.1 μM -0.35mM with an 
LOD of 0.03 μM. The low detection limit, regeneration of 
the electrode surface and ease of preparation as well as a 

longer stability and reproducibility, made the system useful 
in the construction of simple electrode for the determination 
of CL in pharmaceutical as well as biological samples. 

Ensafi et al., [26] investigated the suitability of p-
aminophenol and carbon nanotubes paste matrix as a 
mediator for electrocatalytic oxidation of CL in aqueous so-
lution. It was reported that under the optimized condition 
(pH 6.0), the oxidation of CL occurred at a potential ca. 200 
mV at modified electrode. The electrocatalytic oxidation 
peak current of CL showed two LDRs 0.05-0.5 μM and 0.5 
μM to 0.05 mM. The figure of merits of the proposed meth-
odology was lower LOD 0.02 μM with good recoveries 
(97.3-99.3%) of the spiked CL, while modified electrode 
showed somewhat higher reproducibility (RSD less than 
5%). 

Bagheri et al., [27] reported the highly sensitive method 
using modified CPE. The electrode was modified with N-(4-
hydroxyphenyl)-3,5-dinitrobenzamide (N-HPDB) ZnO/CNT 
nanocomposite. CV, EIS and CHA were used to investigate 
the suitability of N-HPDB as a mediator for the electrocata-
lytic oxidation of CL. The catalytic reaction rate constant 
(kh) was calculated (2.28  103 M 1 s 1) using CHA. SWV 
peak currents of the modified electrode were linearly in-
creased with the concentration of CL 0.05 μM-0.8 mM with 
an LOD of 0.01 μM. The RSD% for successive assays was 
1.5%. The stability of electrode was checked at room tem-
perature and it was found that the modified electrode 
retained 95% of its initial response till the first week and 
90% after 40 days. Table 2 lists methods reported by SWV 
using various electrodes. 

3. CYCLIC VOLTAMMETRY AND DETERMINA-
TION STUDY OF CAPTOPRIL 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a controlled potential elec-
trochemical experiment in which the direction of potential is 
reversed after the completion of the first scan. In CV tech-
nique, the working electrode is provided with a triangular 
type of wave-form with rapid potential scan range for a spe-
cies in the forward direction which is then reversed by 
changing the scan direction. CV is a technique for calculat-
ing qualitative data. It is a powerful tool for the determina-
tion of formal redox potentials, detection of chemical reac-
tions that precede or follow the electrochemical reaction, and 
evaluation of electron transfer kinetics. For a reversible elec-
trode process, the cyclic voltammogram shows both forward 
as well as reverse response. The anodic and cathodic peak 
currents, Epa and Epc are equal to (0.059/n) V or  

Ep = Epa-Epc = (0.059/n) V 

In case of an irreversible process, only the forward scan 
is observed. So CV technique can also be used to distinguish 
between reversible and irreversible electrode processes. Scan 
rate ranges from 10-100 mV/s for this technique. Following 
are the points to remember for reversible process in CV: 

• The peak potential separation (Epa - Epc) is equal to 
59/n mV for all scan rates where n is the number of elec-
tron equivalents transferred during the redox process.  

• The peak current ratio (ipa/ ipc) is equal to 1 for all scan 
rates  
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• The peak current function increases linearly as a func-
tion of the square root of v. 

The important parameters of a CV scan are the magni-
tude of the peak current and the peak potential.  

Very few methods of CL analysis using CV have been 
reported employing CPE, GCE (modified with MWCNT) 
and BDDE as WEs [28-31].  

Khalilzadeh et al., [28] fabricated a modified CPE using 
ferrocene-monocarboxylic acid (FMCA) and MWCNT as a 
sensor for CL analysis in aqueous solution. In this method, 
FMCA was used as a mediator and MWCNTs as modifiers 
of the WE. It was reported that the anodic peak potential for 
the oxidation of CL at modified electrode appeared at 470 
mV, whereas oxidation of CL at bare electrode did not take 
place up to +1.0 V. Under the optimum conditions, modified 
electrode exhibited two LDRs 0.8-4.0 and 6.4-65 M, re-
spectively, with an LOD of 0.3 M. The method was suc-
cessfully applied for CL analysis in urine samples and ob-
served good recoveries around 97%. The results also sug-
gested that various anions, cations, amino acid and other 
biological compounds did not show any interference in the 
determination of CL. 

The electrochemical behavior of CL on MWCNT modi-
fied GCE and hexacyanoferrate(II) (HCF) electrocatalyst has 

been reported by Rezaei and Damiri [29]. The results indi-
cated that MWCNT in the presence of HCF remarkably en-
hanced the electrocatalytic activity en route for the oxidation 
of CL in acidic solutions. In comparison to modified GCE, 
CPE modified with iron oxide NPs did not show any electro-
catalytic effect on the oxidation of CL. Under optimum 
conditions, the proposed methodology showed a wider LDR 
0.5–600 M with a suitable selectivity. The practical LOD of 
the proposed method was 0.2 M. In case of reproducibility, 
RSD was about 2% for pharmaceutical formulations and 
3.29% for urine samples.  

A highly sensitive CPE modified with vinylferrocene and 
MWCNT has been reported by Ensafi et al., [30]. The CV 
results indicated that MWCNT in the presence of 
vinylferrocene greatly increased the electrocatalytic activity 
for the oxidation of CL in aqueous solutions of pH 8.0. The 
oxidation of CL on the modified electrode occurred at a po-
tential of about 430 mV. Under optimized conditions, the 
proposed methodology showed an LDR 0.2–400 M with an 
LOD of 0.08 M. Finally, the electrode was examined for 
the determination of CL in real samples.  

First time, BDDE was reported for the analysis of CL us-
ing CV, hydrodynamic voltammetry and flow injection with 
amperometric detection by Siangproh et al., [31]. The CL 
analysis was carried out with phosphate buffer of pH 9. The 

Table 2. Quantitative analysis of CL by square wave voltammetry (SWV) methods. 

Electrode Modifier Buffer / Electrolyte LOD LDR Reference 

SMDE  Sodium sulfite 6.28 M 0.5–50 mMn [17] 

MTFE  Phosphate buffer  

pH 2 

0.6 M 4.6–64.5 M [18] 

HMDE  Britton Robinson buffer 

pH 2.2 

0.5 M 0.5-180 M [19] 

CPE CBE/CNT/ 

RGO 

Phosphate buffer  

pH 7 

- 2-100 M [20] 

CPE CNTs/Isoproterenol Phosphate buffer  

pH 4 

0.1 M 0.3-90 M  [21] 

CPE Ferrocenedicarboxylic acid Universal buffer  

pH 7 

0.091 μM 0.3 μM–0.14 mM [22] 

CPE ZnO/CuO Nanoplates Phosphate buffer  

pH 7 

0.09 μM 0.5 μM-0.9 mM [23] 

CPE ZnO/NP Phosphate buffer  

pH 7 

0.04 μM 0.08 M –0.5 mM [24] 

CPE CNT/BF Phosphate buffer  

pH 7 

0.03 μM 0.1 μM -0.35mM [25] 

CPE p-APMCNT Phosphate buffer  

pH 6 

0.02 μM 0.05-0.5 μM and 0.5μM-0.05 mM [26] 

CPE N-HPDB/ZnO/CNTs Phosphate buffer  

pH 6 

0.01 μM 0.05 μM-0.8 mM  [27] 
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obtained results were also compared with a GCE at the same 
condition. In comparison to GCE, the BDDE provided 
highly reproducible voltammogram and higher signal-to-
background ratio. LDR using CV was achieved to be 50 M 
to 3 mM with an LOD of 25 M. On the other hand, flow 
injection experiments on the surface of BDDE showed an 
LDR over the concentration range of 0.5 to 100 M with a 
very low LOD 10 nM. The determination of CL in the com-
mercial formulations by flow injection system showed very 
good precision (1.21–2.15%). Table 3 lists methods reported 
by CV using various electrodes. 

4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF CL BY MISCEL-

LANEOUS MODES  

In the miscellaneous modes, stripping voltammetry, lin-
ear sweep voltammetry (LSV), and amperometry have been 
used for CL analysis. Stripping voltammetry (SV) is the best 
known analytical method that incorporates an electrolytic 
preconcentration step. This mode has advantages because of 
simplicity, easiness, low detection limit, and wider range of 
analysis. SV/SP involves two separate steps. Initially, there 
is a preconcentration step to accumulate the analyte into, or 
onto, the working electrode, which is then electrochemically 
stripped back into solution in the current measurement step. 
During the preconcentration step, at a deposition potential, 
the solution is usually stirred and discontinued before scan-
ning. This is followed by the stripping step (the measurement 
step) that involves the stripping (dissolution) of the deposit. 

The term LSV can be called a half cycle of CV. LSV and 
CV involve the application of a rapid linear potential sweep, 
usually 10 to 1000 mVs

–1
. In LSV, a fast-linear potential 

sweep (10 – 103 mVs
-1

) is applied. For a reversible reaction 
at planar electrode, the peak current is given by Randles-
Sevick equation i.e. 

ip = 2.69 X 10
5
n

3/2
AD

1/2
Cv

1/2
 [28] 

The equation tells that ip and scan rate are proportional 
which results in larger signals with faster scan rates. The 
technique has a detection limit of 10

-6
 M.  

Amperometry in chemistry is known as the detection of 
ions in a solution based on electric current or changes in 

electric current. Amperometry is used in electrophysiology 
to study vesicle release events using a carbon fiber electrode. 
Pt is likely the favorite, demonstrating good electrochemical 
inertness and ease of fabrication into many forms. Pt is 
available as wire, flat plate & tube so a large range of sizes 
and Pt-Rh alloy for rigidity has been used for analysis as 
WE. The main drawback of using Pt is the high cost and it 
readily reacts with the acid in the electrolyte, which leads to 
the reduction of hydrogen ions to form hydrogen gas at un-
pretentious negative potentials (E = -0.059 x pH). This re-
duction is difficult to understand any practical signal. Table 
4 lists miscellaneous methods reported by using various elec-
trodes. 

Ziyatdinova [32] first time reported the use of Pt as WE 
for the determination of CL. The oxidation of CL at the sur-
face of electrode was carried out in 0.1 M HNO3 in the po-
tential range of 1.15–1.25 V. As CL signal appeared at 
higher concentration, therefore oxidation of CL was previ-
ously electrochemically accumulated at 1.2 V. The method 
worked linearly in the concentration range of 1.2  10

–6
 to 

3.2  10
–4

 M with an LOD of 92 M. The RSD of the 
proposed method was between 1 and 4%. 

Chlorpromazine was used as a homogeneous electrocata-
lyst for the oxidation of captopril on the surface of GCE in 
acidic medium at pH=4 using LSV Bahramipur and Jalali 
[33]. This method showed more sensitivity as compared to 
the previous method because it has an LOD of 3.65 M. The 
method was good in sense of lower LDR i.e. 10 M to 300 

M, fair in reproducibility (RSD 1.96%) and in terms of 
selectivity method, it exhibited good tolerance limit. 

In another study, Brahmpur and Jalali [34], reported the 
redox mediator (potassium iodide) for the electrocatalytic 
oxidation of CL at the surface of PtE in aqueous solution. 
The kinetic parameters such as catalytic rate constant and 
diffusion coefficient were calculated at 1.87 x 10

3
 M

-1
 s

-1
 and 

4.94x 10
-5

 cm
2
 s

-1
, respectively. It was reported that oxida-

tion overpotential of CL decreased in the presence of iodide, 
while a significant increase in catalytic current occurred 
which was proportional to the CL concentration in the range 
of 4.0–500 M with an LOD of 0.84 M. The homogeneous 
electrocatalytic process reported in this study was very sim-

Table 3. Quantitative analysis of CL by cyclic voltammetry (CV) methods. 

Electrode Modifier Buffer / Electrolyte LOD LDR Reference

CPE FMCA- 

MWCNT 

Phosphate buffer  

pH 7 

0.3 M 0.8-65 M [28] 

GCE MWCNT- 

Hexacyanoferrate(II) 

Universal buffer  

pH 2 

0.2 M (0.5–600 M) [29]

CPE Vinylferrocene modified MWCNTs Phosphate buffer  

 pH 8 

0.08 μM 0.2 M to 0.4 mM [30] 

BDDE  Phosphate buffer  

pH 9 

25 μM 

CV 

10 nM  

FI system 

50 μM to 3 mM 

  

0.5 to 100 μM  

[31] 
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ple without any amendment of the electrode, selective, re-
producible, rapid and sensitive with no severe interference. 

Another method in which ITO has been used as WE 
modified with Laponite Cobalt Hexacyanoferrates (CoHCFe) 
nanoparticles using SWV by Cai et al., [35]. ITO is a made 
up of three components: indium, tin and oxygen. It is yel-
lowish to grey transparent in bulk form and colorless in thin 
layers. In IR region, it acts as a metal mirror and is used as 
an electrode because of its electrical conductivity and optical 
transparency as well as ease of deposition due to thin film. 
Besides these advantages, ITO is harmful because it may 
cause mild irritation in respiratory tracks. Its long-term expo-
sure may result in pneumoconiosis. Also, it has negative 
effects on kidney, heart and lungs. In this process, CoHCFe 
has been electrochemically deposited along with laponite a 
type of smectite clay. Then these were nanosized and depos-
ited to ITO electrode. The proposed method showed two 
LDRs 3.0 10

-7
 to 1.27 10

-4 
M and 1.63 10

-4
 to 3.76 10

-4 
M, 

respectively, with an LOD around 0.29 M. The main draw-
back of this study was a very lengthy process, required time-
consuming preparations, and is costlier as compared to other 
developed methods. On the other hand, the developed elec-
trode showed low detection limit, wide linear range, high 
sensitivity, and good reproducibility. 

Habibi et al., [36] reported a method in which CPE was 
used as WE modified with a novel mediator. The composi-
tion of novel mediator was based on a framework in which 
manganese was supported on organo-modified SiO2/Al2O3. 
The electrocatalytic activities along with redox response 
have been studied by CV, double step CHA and LSV. LSV 
was used to study the behavior of current vs concentration. 
This method was more sensitive as compared to the already 
reported ones because it has an LOD of 0.090 M. The 
method was good in sense of large LDR i.e. 30 M to 30 
mM, fair in reproducibility (RSD ~2%), and in case of selec-
tivity, it has good tolerance limit.  

CONCLUSION 

In the present review, the applications of electrochemical 
methods for the determination of captopril have been reviewed 
published in the last 14 years. A large number of studies on 
voltammetry have veen conducted by means of various bare 
and modified electrodes. Among all of the published voltam-

metric methods, DPV, SWV, CV and miscellaneous modes 
were trendy techniques used to analyze CL in pharmaceutical 
formulations as well as biological samples. A number of bare 
and modified electrodes were utilized to achieve the lowest 
possible analytical signal for CL analysis. The low detection 
limit of CL determination with bare and modified electrodes 
using various modes accounts up to 10

-9
 M with the lowest 

level reported 10
-12

 for BDDE. Furthermore, electrodes modi-
fied with nanomaterials are promising sensing tools as this 
showed high sensitivity, good accuracy with precision and 
selectivity for the detection of CL. In comparison to chroma-
tographic methods, the main advantages of electrochemical 
methods include cheaper instrumentation, lower detection 
limit and minimal or no sample preparation. 
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